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Streetwise Manhattan Bus Subway Map - Laminated Subway Map of Manhattan, NY - Folding
pocket & wallet size metro map for travelThis map includes the following:Manhattan Subway
MapManhattan Bus MapThe STREETWISE Manhattan Bus Subway map is an invaluable tool for
getting around on New York City s public transportation system. One side of the map shows all of
the Manhattan subway lines clearly indicating stops and free transfer stations. The flip side shows
the North/South and East/West bus routes in a clear and concise manner.Major sites are highlighted
and when folded into thirds, the map is slightly larger than a credit card.Â This NYC metro map is
also laminated for durability and accordion fold for effortless use.Â The STREETWISE Manhattan
subway map is one of several detailed and easy-to-read maps designed and published by
STREETWISE.Â Buy your STREETWISE Manhattan bus subway map today and you too can
navigate the Manhattan metro like a native.Â For a larger selection of our detailed travel maps
simply type STREETWISE MAPS into the search bar.Â And don't forget to check out our regular
STREETWISE Manhattan map.Â It's the number 1 best selling Manhattan travel map on .com
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This is perfect to stick in your pocket and have handy as you are making your way around the city
and planning your days. I used it alot, would buy it again.

I got this along with the Manhattan map from Streetwise. The bus map side is included on their

regular Manhattan map but the stand alone subway map is not so this was very convenient because
of its size. I prefer to not stare at the maps on the wall in the subway cars (hey look everybody I'm a
tourist) nor do i want to broadcast I have an iPhone either trying to look for directions. The
lamination takes a real beating, i could probably use this a thousand times without it ripping. Highly
recommended along with their Manhattan map for more coverage. Always been satisfied with
Streetwise.

I visited NYC this past fall, and am planning another trip in April. I had a terrible time trying to get
subway information to load on my smart phone while in NY (I swear they must have cell phone
jammers near the Statue of Liberty), so I thought I'd go ahead and get this map. I love the size. It is
small enough that it will fit in a pocket. It is also very discreet, so I won't be walking around with a 2'
x 2' map screaming "I'm a tourist!" I hate having to use the big map on the subway wall and trying to
read the maps in the subway cars while sitting 8 feet away from them. I think this map will be a huge
asset and I cannot wait to use it.

We used this map for our 5 day trip and it was VERY handy. The subways are a little confusing and
although this map didn't answer all of our questions, it certainly helped get us off in the right
direction. Also came in handy for the buses. We bought the 7 day unlimited Metro pass and this
map helped us get our money's worth -- only took 2 cabs!Also, it held up being folded and unfolded
and put in pockets and wallets and bags. Looks basically new!

This helped so much with our first trip to New York City. We had never been on a subway and found
the system a bit confusing, but the streetwise map made is super easy with its color coding and
number system. Will use this on every NYC trip in the future.

This was extremely helpful to have during our recent visit to NYC. It was so worth the price because
it saved us time and aggravation over which subway we were supposed to be taking. It was so easy
to figure out which subway to take. I feel as though we got to see so many more sights because we
knew how to get from one place to another. I like that it is laminated and will last for many more trips
to NYS. I would not go to NYC without this!!!!!!

I visit NYC about twice a year and I always use the subway to get around. I am rather
directionally-challenged and have trouble keeping the various subway lines straight in my memory,

and good luck getting a free map from the MTA. (It's possible but they are hard to find, and they fall
apart really fast if you do get one.) Sure, you can use your smart phone to get this info, too, but I
find this so much easier than all the scrolling and wasting my battery life.The bus lines are on the
map, too, and although I would probably never take the bus, it can't hurt to have the info available.
This map is awesome because it's small enough that I can leave it in my change purse all the time,
but large enough that it's easy to read. It's laminated so it doesn't get crumpled up after a lot of use
and you can wipe it clean if it succumbs to the filth of the big city. The only thing that would make it
better is if it included Brooklyn, or at least the parts of Brooklyn that are closest to Manhattan.

This map is small. It does show the subway stops but without all the street names it's just not that
great. I would say it would be ok if you basicly knew your way around and just wanted a backup. It is
well made, and held up for a week traveling around in coat pockets and back pocket. I would say if
you wanted a better map there are others that show all street names and numbers plus some major
sights. The size is great for what it does have and I think they did the best with what size they have
to work with.
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